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Mennonite World Conference is Coming!
Have you started to think about next summer
yet? Well, it isn’t too early because something special is happening in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania from
July 21-26, 2015! You will be able to join thousands
of Anabaptists-Mennonites from around the world at
the Mennonite World Conference (MWC). Every six
years the MWC Assembly provides an opportunity to
experience worship with our global Anabaptist family. It will be held in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and the
Lancaster area. Since the Assembly rotates among
the five major continents, it will be 30 years before it
comes back to North America!
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
This Assembly Gathered theme is “Walking
with God”. Each morning an international choir will
lead singing and small groups will gather for conversation around the morning's themes and prayer. In
the afternoon, you can choose among workshops,
service projects, historical and cultural tours, outings
for hiking and shopping, or sports--even a Mennonite
World Cup! Evening worship will include much singing, sharing, and encouraging with our brothers and
sisters from around the world.

There will be programs for all ages. Activities
for 4-11 year olds,
12-17 year old youth, and adults will be many and
varied. A Global Church Village will be open every
afternoon featuring church and cultural exhibits,
global music, and art exhibits.
Tours of local areas will take place throughout
the week. One-day tours to New York City, Philadelphia, and Washington, DC will be offered on July 20.
The Global Youth Summit for young adults is
a fabulous experience to meet and learn with new
friends from all over the world. Worship services,
workshops, sports, and more will add to the fun! This
summit precedes the Assembly. The theme is
“Called to Share: My Gifts, Our Gift”.
Registration in now open.
You can get lots of information at
www.mwc-cmm.org. This will be a joyous time to gather for an experience
we cannot replicate in our own congregation. Hope you can join others
from FMC next summer, “On the way
to PA2015”.
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Ask the Treasurer

(part 1)

(not to be confused with Ask Ms. Menno!)
by Phyllis Croisant
Before I became treasurer I rarely thought
about the finances of FMC. I knew that the pastors’
salaries had to be paid and that there must be expenses such as power and water bills, but those
thoughts rarely surfaced. It has been a real eyeopener serving as the church’s treasurer, so I’d like
to share with you some of what I’ve learned and answer some questions I’ve been asked.
For 2014, First Mennonite Church is operating with a spending plan of slightly over $250,000.
This was approved by congregational vote last January. That’s a fairly large sum for a modest-sized congregation, so I’d like to give some insight as to how
this amount is spent. Our spending plan is divided
into two parts – the first is for operating expenses
and the second is missions.
What do you mean by operating expenses and how
much $ are we talking about?
The largest portion of operating expenses are
church property expenses such as power, water,
sewer, mowing, snow removal, cleaning, maintenance and repairs; the office expenses including paper/supplies, phone, internet, copying, and administrative assistant salary; and Pastor and Associate Pastor salaries and benefits. The rest of the operating
expenses come from committee work. Examples include Christian Education (e.g. SS materials, youth
Bibles, MYF, JYF, and Venture Club), Spiritual Leadership Team (memorials & flowers, outside speakers,
pamphlets and Upper Room publications); Hospitality and Fellowship (coffee/tea and other kitchen supplies, food for special occasions and memorial services); Service and Outreach (advertising, support for
special events, and the Green Team); Worship (music

license fee, visuals, flowers); Library (books, supplies,
kids’ reading club). We have estimated in our 2014
spending plan that these operating expenses will average about $17,000/month.
What about FMC support for missions?
Approximately 18.5% of our total spending is
designated to mission ministries. The first category
is Mennonite Ministries including our two conferences (Illinois and Central District), Mennonite
Church USA, and two camps (Menno Haven &
Friedenswald). The second category is Local Ministries such as TIMES Center, Empty Tomb, Habitat for
Humanity, and others. This also includes the FMC
Food Pantry and the Pastor’s Discretionary Fund.
Our third category of missions is National/
International Ministries including our sister church El
Divina Redentor, MCC, Mennonite World Conference, Mennonite Disaster Service, and Christian
Peacemaker Team. Planned mission giving in 2014
averages $3,852/month.
That’s over $20,000/month in planned spending!
Where does that money come from?
FMC’s primary source of income is the general offerings from our church family. Unlike the
steady salary earned by many of you where each
paycheck is the same amount, our offering income
fluctuates through the calendar year. On the next
page is a graph showing our offerings so far in 2014.
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Why do I keep seeing notices in the bulletin about
our finances? Don’t we always manage to meet the
budget with our offerings in December?
The monthly fluctuations in giving can cause
cash flow problems since, just like with your home,
most of our expenses must be paid monthly. So far
this year we have spent $19,085 more than we have
taken in! The only reason our checks don’t bounce is
that we have a cash reserve made up primarily of
funds that have been donated for future projects.
Oh yeah – you haven’t yet mentioned the money
we donate for things like the MYF convention travel
and special projects like the solar panels!
Donations that are designated for a particular
project or purpose are separate from our regular
budget or spending plan. Those donations are
placed in a type of account called Designated Funds.
Other examples include the Mutual Aid Fund, the
College Scholarship Fund, the Adoption Fund, the
Sanctuary Technology Fund, the Children’s Offering
Fund, and special offerings at Thanksgiving and at
the Chrismon service. This money can only be used
for the designated purpose (not for paying our bills).
It does, however, provide us with a cushion or float
to get through the months when our expenses are
greater than our income from general offerings.
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I see on the graph that we have spent more than we
took in during 7 of 9 months in 2014. What happens if we don’t make up that $19K deficit by December?
While the giving to specific mission organizations is shown as a dollar amount on our spending
plan, our giving to mission ministries is actually set by
Church Council as a percentage of our total income
(18.5% for 2014). If our income (offerings) for 2014
is lower than what we had planned, the dollar
amount going to the mission organizations will be
lower than planned. Most of these mission checks
are sent in late December after we have determined
whether our income goal has been met. The deficit
cannot be taken from operating expenses so it has to
be made up by reduced missions giving.
Well, that’s a lot of information. Stay tuned for next
month’s installment where I’ll answer these pressing
questions:
1) I spent some money for committee work. How do
I get reimbursed?
2) We vote on our spending plan each January, but
how do you come up with those numbers?
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Buffalo Shout, Salmon Cry (part 1)
George Hardebeck
If we learned our world were in severe crisis,
the health of our planet, of our own Mother, Earth as
our more integral Indigenous refer to her, the life of
her body, the Creator's body of Life place to planet,
growing corrupted at large due to our own leading
First World culture, with false American ways exponentially diminishing Life, bringing demise, would we,
together, give the matter time, concern, compassion, strategy to rethink and resolve our ways toward
our return, easing homeward into Life? As by far the
most influential species, would we meekly reharmonize among the many of her body, re-membered
among her naturally operating systems? Would we
give her, and her own, our devoted attentiveness?
Life is diminishing greatly. Why are we not responding, together?
Religious gatherings are where we learn and
affirm our values for each other as part of Life, and
our values for Life, herself, as she manifests her
wholeness. If this healing is to take affect, as
needed, it makes sense that leadership would flow
from our religious, our most ethical and moral selves,
as we at least assume. This matter belongs to the
most ably responsible. Those who take leadership,
even mutually within our fellowships, are more yet
responsible. The burden falls upon us to face the crisis; to the fewer more able, to raise the alarm, to acknowledge complicity, to grieve and turn toward
hope to rich Life again, for all generations, to aid rebirth from the same body, in ripples of healing. Is this
not so?
The great question, then, within this question, to face our revelation, our needed apocalyptic unveiling (apocalypse means 'lifting the veil’ – of
denial, deceit?) of our disease, grown so toxic in
these generations, toxic fruit born of our time, might
be: How do we feel about all this? This question
might be akin to the boy who said of Hans Christian
Anderson's Emperor: “He's not wearing anything!”

This requires slowing, pause, as cultural
shame and guilt can allow, to deeply sense, discern.
It is how we feel or truer yet, how we wish to feel
and wish others to feel in our denial that can hold us
numb, complacent, seeing our greatest holocaust as
the norm, staying frozen in inaction or under-serving
our potential for restoring harmony - our gifted potential, a web of gifts we are each given, to give accordingly for the needs of our time. All is given, deserving grateful reciprocity, and so, greatly worthy of
celebration. Celebration is key to inspiriting culture
for powerful change, for this degree of healing.
I stood before my mother’s house barefoot,
watching flames pour forth upward into a black froth
in the night skies, still in the abyss of unknowing.
Was she inside or lost, in shock, wondering around
outside, having escaped consumption? Beside me
stood a fellow from the lay Catholic intentional community with whom I shared membership for a decade, a neighbor where we lived, longer again, together. I helped my sister onto the stretcher over my
shoulder to avoid her dislocated shoulders and foot
where bones were torn apart dropping from the second floor, as she met with the air-conditioner box, en
route in darkness. Gary, beside me, whose sons
watched Geordie when he was little and played with
him as a peer later, always friendly, thoughtful, just
learned this was my mother’s house, and drew
closer. After the ambulance took Margaret, I went
looking for my mother around the house being roped
off and asked the firefighters moving me aside, to do
the same. I felt Gary’s relating shift to more of what I
knew as natural in Ireland, reaching me also from
depth, in contrast to First World care.
In New Jerusalem I let others know, more
than once, in this first decade with them, how I felt
more community passing a stranger on the street in
Ireland, than from among this intentional community
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of committedly progressive religious. My mother’s
passing was already another gift to me, as the tone
changed between Gary and I, standing by powerless
but for how we might extend ourselves to one another in this night. Gary's wife, Linda Robbins, led La
Amistad, which aided refugees south of our national
border who sought temporary refuge from tragedies
in their own families and communities. Some came
to live also in our neighborhood, and then move on
to Canada, who offered longer term asylum. Before
beginning my first decade at NJ in the later eighties, I
met her and others first through Give Peace a Dance,
bringing social action and rock bands together, by
offering skills to design the T-Shirt. Linda organized
the potluck at my mother’s funeral, with a like depth
to her warmth radiant through so many.
It amazed me to know these people so differently, where without tragedy, I doubt it could have
been. My mother helped me see what we are at least
capable of, if not regularly activating, in First World
New Jerusalem. My earliest days with them, was in
part responsible for leading me out of severe symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) or Dissociative Disorder, formed in my teen-to-young adult
years. I identified strongly with my mother, and so,
was affected deeply by her suicide attempts, concentrated around the time of our return to the states
from Ireland; when our parents’ separated due to my
father’s mental deterioration through alcohol addiction, and when I entered a Catholic High School offering its own culture shock. The knights of the football team upheld a code requiring that I pay dearly
for Ireland's sweet latitude for a boy more androgynously sensitive, and openly friendlier than most.
Those preadolescent years were so full of Life's relatedness and her embrace, through Ireland, her more
native peoples and their culture held, they often feel
greater than all other years combined - while my
early childhood was in a league of Life experience
alone.
It was in part the collective lightness I received through New Jerusalem that helped heal my
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PTSD, while lacking the shared depth also needed.
Given the gifts of this body, it seems ironic that it was
not until this moment, at my mother's great tragedy,
that I began to feel this more whole spectrum relatedness from them, first now, after a generation in
their company. Gary and Linda did not join the most
recent form of this community, smaller and more
intimate, and more mutual yet in their liturgical sharing. This form, it turned out, was what I sought when
first joining them, a form I continue to join when
nearby.
The vulnerable interconnecting depth needed
to complete my healing wheel, full spectrum, came
through 12 Step meetings, almost exclusively
through Adult Children of Alcoholics and Dysfunctional Families. Over a hundred met at times at one
of our meetings in the latter eighties, many of us
playing after when dining out nearby - at the meeting
after the meeting, at least as vital. I learned boundaries in these meetings, to flex my psyche's ego protectively, which I was not so allowed in youth, especially when counselling my mother in her darkest
moments. The welcome for more troubling feelings,
like anger, was also denied at home, while the allowance in these circles afforded angst its natural passage, and me my healing rythms. Following my latest
bouts of delirium, I realized that these grew after
sessions of diving into my mother's self-destruction,
to turn her around. The un-maker followed my success home, attacking after I breathed relief. It took a
wholly rooted stand to shake this, reaching great
nurturing depths of love.
PEACE... not quite. Pax Americana, here, accompanies the imperial journey from places like
Rome - Pax Roma, in Christ's time, and from Britain,
among others. Empires sell that everything at home
is all-right, enough – loads of options. We can all be
president… illusion to maintain some stasis locally,
for sucking the life resources from others, especially
afar. This is not a deep peace or great harmony. No
great love, nor a true one. We echo this facade of
peace within our walls of apartheid, protecting us
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from cultural shame and other costs, and so from
deeply profound inner healing, personally among
community. The Native become merely obstacles,
for holding values of nativity, for being Life's truly
living, own.
If we were living in Palestine as Israelis, and
we had brought the Palestinian population to one
percent of what it was when we arrived, most of
our world might be awakening us to our ways,
should we not set off the alarms ourselves. If we
carried on business as usual, First World style, to
the point of having 5% remaining undisturbed habitat, in our nation and worldwide, meaning we are
heading toward 5% biodiversity, might we wake up
to seeking a revised way of being? This is where we
stand toward our First Peoples and First Life, our
cultural to ecological hosts and elders, all long integral and harmonized, all long-trued to Life. In meFirst World, we avoid coming home meekly, still,
from squandering the inheritance of all, to hold
onto our consuming false economy and sham value
system.
In the bread basket or cornbelt there are
large swaths of the Midwest at more like .01% undisturbed habitat. Can our bodies operate at such
losses of well being, of healthy operating systems our kidneys, livers, if our diagnosis was 99.9% dysfunctional? If we are losing species at between
1,000 and 10,000 times the norm, when do we decide to stop tossing the parts off our living Earthship before she crashes. This many times the global
temperature might be Venus, our Gahanna?
The UN places us at losing 50,000 or so, species per year, some say 140,000. Since we've shared
our last Sabbath or met at market, that's about one
thousand to three thousand every week –as we affirm our part in greening our world, while avoiding
this topic of such high demand consumption. Two
native languages with their cultures disappear from
our planet per month, languages of love for Life.
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Where our Indigenous live out their richest relatedness, passive love to proactivist cultural care, we
see the richest biological and social Life, still. Where
the soul-consuming love of money holds sway, we
see our poorest values of greed, lending Life's
greatest poverty. Greed is poverty, demise.
Our Native cultural elders of the Americas
are still exiled from the best of their heartlands, by
which we are advantaged, thanks to the coercion
and deadly force lent by those we parade as forefathers of our nation. These who most truly belong,
are still not compensated as treaties committed, at
gunpoint. They still hold the poorest zip codes,
highest mortality rates, especially in childhood and
other great tragedies; and still are often kept at bay
among ecumenical gatherings, not listed as among
the 'great religions' – typically, of cultures that held
and likely stole great wealth or have gained mass
public popularity.
Public sentiment is shifting, though too little
too late for far too many. The winners write the history. Then, over time, the losers re-right Life's more
ancient living story witnessed, restorying ancestory, her-story ongoing. It is expensive to hold at
bay the natural draw of harmony, where people
marry 'the other', Life of place, and children bear
ancient lines anew, to some. Our web of relatedness and re-relatedness grows continually more
interconnected and intertwined, a cultural mind
rewired.
Our greatest losers are often our spiritual leaders.
(to be continued in the November Vine)
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Ask Ms. Menno
Dear Ms. Menno:

Dear Ms. Menno:

In last month’s Vine, there was an article
about our church’s softball team playing for the
league championship with the headline, “Methodists
Kill Mennonites.” Do you think that an appropriate
headline for an article in a newsletter for a church
that advocates peace-making and non-violence?

A few weeks ago in church during the children’s story, Rosalee Otto was trying to help the children recall a hymn that we sing on Christmas Eve at
our church as we gather in a circle around the sanctuary (the right answer was “Silent Night”). I heard
the person behind me mutter, “Here Comes Santa
Claus.” I was surprised by that answer, but in searching the hymnal, I did not find “Here Comes Santa
Claus.” It is one of my favorite Christmas songs and I
was wondering whether it has ever been in a Mennonite hymnal, and how are songs chosen for the
hymnal?

Shocked
Dear Shocked:
I agree with you that the headline was inappropriate. A headline like “Methodists Murder Mennonites,” would have been much better. Besides
avoiding the four-letter “k” word, it would have had
an attractive alliteration. If you are advocating for a
more Mennonite headline, such as “Mennonites Gift
Game to Methodists,” or “Softball Discernment Process Selects Methodists as Champs,” I’m afraid I can’t
support your efforts. Headlines need some punch in
order to attract readers to the story.

Christmas Spirit
Dear Christmas Spirit:
As to your first question, the song, “Here
Comes Santa Claus,” has never been in a Mennonite
hymnal. That is primarily because Gene Autry, the
singing cowboy who first wrote and recorded the
song in 1947, was a Methodist, not a Mennonite.
Also, the song was not written for four-part harmony. That is also the reason “Frosty The Snow
Man,” has never appeared in the Mennonite hymnal.
As to your second question, songs are not chosen for
the Mennonite hymnal, they just appear.
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Solar Panel Update
Holly Nelson
Monitoring Website: https://
enlighten.enphaseenergy.com/pv/public_systems/
WgEG401654
Ok everyone, I am still learning how this netmetering thing works! Phyllis was confused when we
got our first net metering bill because it looked like
we didn’t get paid for very much production even
though our website says we produced a lot. Ameren
explained to us that our utility bill shows us the electricity we purchased from them and the electricity we
sold to them but it does not tell us our total usage because we use some of the electricity we produce before it goes out to be shared with the grid. So I am
revising my numbers from the last “dashboard.” We
are still doing really well!

MYF Chili Lunch fundraiser and
FMC Reads:
Two great reasons to stay after Sunday School on October 28:
(1) The MYF will provide vegetarian and non-vegetarian chili, sides
and dessert. Donations for the lunch will help send our youth to Kansas City for the Mennonite Youth Convention during June 30-July 5, 2015.
(2) There will be specially designated tables for people who wish to participate in a discussion of Buffalo
Shout, Salmon Cry. Members of the Green Team will facilitate the conversation.
The Vine is the newsletter of First Mennonite Church of Champaign-Urbana and provides a space for congregational participants
to share their personal perspectives with the community of faith.

